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says: - ‘‘ Messrs.

a triple-wick

oil lamp, in

which the luminosity is equal toONE HUNDRED CANDLE POWER—while
the light is very pure, and the heat less than usual. We have been present at trials
made with it, and find their allegations as to PURITY and INTENSITY OF

FLAME

are maintained."

T. Boras, in Photographic

Work, saya:—‘‘ The

Optimus

100 Candle Power

Oil

Lamp
~-the light certainly surprised us. . . The brightness—and above all the
whiteness—of the disc recalling a lime light. . . .”
Amateur Photographer, Nov 10, 1893.—‘‘ Messrs. Perken, Son, and Rayment,
of 99, Hatton Garden, have just introduced a great improvement in oil-lamps,
which will be warmly welcomed by all who use this form of illuminant. From the
diagram it will be seen that central as well as side air shafts are provided, and with
the greater supply of air is combined greater illumination and greater freedom from
smell. We have had an opportunity of severely testing this lamp against some of
of the best ordinary forms, and the increase in illumination is at least three times.
aensl oe
The whiteness of the light is so much increased that this should be
useful for enlarging.”

»*..
.
:

By means of air shafts enormous increase of brilliancy is secured (which has

been computed to equal three times the candle power of the refulgent lamps
hitherto sold with magic lanterns—zide Report of Meeting, Bristol Photographic
Association, Feb. 24, 1893).
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Mosr

of our

readers

are,

no

doubt,

familiar

with the style of advertisements of Mother
Seigel’s Curative Syrup Co. in the daily papers,
where, under some sensational heading, one is
tempted to read what appears to be a story of
interest, to be shortly brought to face with the
fact that the hero was cured by so many bottles
of Mother Seigel’s Curative Syrup. We recently
received particulars of a Gospel Lantern Mission
of Christ to the Unconverted Grandest SoulWinning Work of the Age. After reading three
pages of testimonials, of which the following
are a sample :—
‘No power was ever so great to draw people
to Christ.”
“We made a lot of money by our lanteru—
funds roll in.”
“J like the lantern services because I can
come in my old clothes.”
“The sweet singing at the lantern service
won my soul to Christ.”
‘ Our minister is sharp, be saw the advantages

of lantern work.”
«We have not had time to quarrel since we
bad the lantern.”
“JT felt as if I was there walking about with
Christ.”

«The music and the pictures broke down my
infidel philosophy.”
“Ts not the lantern sent down from heaven
to help?”
«£70 in one evening has been cleared.”
the circular goes on to say that ‘with
expert advice it need not cost much to start; ”
and terminates with :—
“J will help and advise you—CHEAPER and

118
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better than you could (elsewhere?)
We
thoroughly examine and test all (apparatus?)
carefully.”
*

*

WE have received particulars of the third
season of ‘‘The People’s Course of Entertainments,” which has lately been held at Detroit.
A series of thirty-six lectures, for the most part
descriptive of foreign countries, illustrated by
lantern slides, have been

given.

An orchestra

has supplied high-class music. Tickets for the
course were issued at very low rates, each
entertainment averaging about five cents. (23d.).
The attendance at each was about 3,000, which

makes
108,000.

a total for the thirty-six
Over

2,000

slides

were

evenings

of

shown

as

object lessons, and 120,000 programmes (which
have paid for themselves) issued. The Committee of Management, in their report, challenge

the world to beat this record where the same
high grade of talent is presented.
4

*

*

We are informed by Messrs. Marion & Co. that
they now make their Radial hand camera in
lantern size.
Tar Eastman Photographic Materials Company

are to be congratulated in having secured the services of Mr. Harold Senier as manager of their
factory at Harrow.
Mr. Senier has worked in
photography for a score of years and has the
varlous processes at his finger-ends, besides
which he is considered one of the finest analytical chemists.
x
7
*
Dr. Davurncer for a long time past has had
experience in giving popular scientific lectures
with the lantern, and has brought

the public

use thereof to considerable perfection.
He has
lately been delivering acourse of lectures at the
Royal Institution, and eschewing the optical
appliances on the premises also the attraction
of the electric light, used his own apparatus
with the use of which he and his assistant are
habitually familar, consequently everything
passed off without a hitch. There was no
noise at all from the jets, they required no

regulating which attracted notice, and the light

all through was as steady as a rock. His line
upon a blue ground, and
the eyes of the observers
expanse of white on the
drawings were well done,
a sufficient thickness, so
as not to be difficultly seen at a distance, His
pointing rod weighed next to nothing, and
packed into little space; it was of thin bamboo,
diagrams were white
much less fatiguing to
than the usual glaring
screen, The original
and with the lines of

fitting together like a well-made fishing rod, but
as it might be rather too thin at the top for the
eyes of those at a distance, it had an egg-shaped
knob at the upper end. The efficiency of the
lantern arrangements was noticed, so much so,
that at the close of the first lecture several of
those present inspected his appliances, and put
conversational questions to his operator in
relation thereto.
*

*

a

ANOTHER experienced lanternist is Sir Robert
Ball, who always uses his own appliances. He
makes his triple condenser by using a double
condenser, and he adopts the plan of interposing
between it and the light a thin meniscus lens,
supported in a kind of lattice-work of thin brass
tubes or rods inside the lantern. This plan, so
far as we know, was first adopted by Dr.
Morton, of Philadelphia, some thirty or forty
years ago, and has since been consistently
publicly recommended by Mr. J. Traill Taylor
in this country. Dr. Morton was about the
first to recognise the value of the lantern as an
educational instrument, and to devote careful
attention to the improvement, more particularly,

of its optical details.
x
*
%
Finpina the premises at Alscott Road too small
for his increasing

regulator

business, Mr. R. R. Beard, of

fame, has taken new premises at 10,

Trafalgar Road, Old Kent Road, S.E., and having

laid down additional machinery and plant, will

be enabled to introduce several of his inventions
which he was precluded from doing in his former
place from want of room.
*

Ba

*

THE freehold of the premises at 50, Gray’s Inn
Road, W.C., occupied by Wrench & Sons, has
just been purchased by that firm.
*

*

at

A NEw photographic magazine, which will bear
the title The Junior Photographer, will shortly
be published by Percy Lund & Co. It is intended to make a special feature of illustrations
by various photographic processes.
*

*

*

THE Second Annual Exhibition of the Photographic Saloon will be held at the Dudley
Gallery, Piccadilly, W., from October Ist to
November 38rd.
4

*«

*

CoMPRESSED gas was recently used for the propulsion of a tramcar at Croydon with success,
the cost of the gas being about one penny per
mile.
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Dust,

Hand Cameras for obtaining
Slides for the Lantern.

_AmonG the many questions that we have received
‘from correspondents, we

have

one

which

says,

No. 32.—TuHe

*« How is it that when one looks at the nozzle
of a lantern which is lhghted, he sees the
rays of light diverging towards the screen on
which the picture is seen. Ialways understood
‘that light could only be seen when it fell on
‘something, but in the case spoken of it falls on
nothing.”’ Thinking the subject a good one, we
have decided to devote more space to it than
would have been the case had we answered it
in the Notes and Queries column.

THe

in the

‘‘ Hawk-eye.”

Camera
United

is a_

well-known

States of America,

and is fast becoming popular here owing to the
efforts of the European Blair Camera Company,
of 9, Southampton Street, E.C.
With this
camera either glass plates, cut films, or film
roll holder may be used according to the fittings
supplied.
A tank is provided in the rear of the
camera of sufficient size to contain four double
holders for glass plates: six for films or a roll
holder capable of containing up to one hundred
exposures.
For focussing, a small doorin the rear may be
removed and a celluloid focussing screen used ;

To the asker
of the

light from these minute particles which renders
‘the rays visible. The more dust there happens
‘to be about, the better can the rays or rather
the reflection of them be seen.
Were it possible in a room to remove the
‘small particles of dust spoken of, no rays would
be seen in thepo sition mentioned ; to demonstrate this in a room would be an

Hawk-eye

instrument

of the question, it may not be known that tbe
air contains in suspense a great number of small
‘particles of dust, and it is the reflection

119

impossibility,

‘but we will give particulars as to how this may
‘be shown on a small scale.
If a box containing glass slides and ends be
prepared, and a layer of some sticky substance
be spread on the bottom of the box inside, and
the

whole

thing

set

to

one

side for a time,

the dust contained.in the air which is inside of
the box, will settle and become attached

to the

‘sticky substance at the bottom. The dust having
‘settled; and if the corners, &c., of the box be made

absolutely air tight, it follows that we will have
‘a vessel containing air which is practically free

from atoms of dust.
If such a box as that spoken of be inserted in

the rays of light from a lantern lens, and looked

through, none of
_ the rays will be
visible, for the
reason that there

|

air

will be no atoms in suspense from which the |; and two finders are supplied for snap-shotslight can be reflected.
To use the camera, the telescopic front is racked
Various computations have been made as to
out until the index shows the exact focus on a
the number of particles of dust contained in so
scale provided for the purpose, the view being
‘small a space as one cubic inch of air, and one
seen in miniature on one of the finders, there
authority gives the number in one cubic inch of
being two, one for horizontal and the other for
air in an ordinary London street at 1,640,000
upright views. The shutter is set by moving a
particles,

and

states

as

his

opinion

that no

‘place boasts of less than 9000 to the cubic inch.
In the illustration given above A, represents
‘the lantern nozzle, B the glass box in which the

rays are invisible, and C as seen outside.

small lever at top ioto a notch and is liberated
for time exposures by a lever at side, whilst for
instantaneous work a knob at the top of camera
is employed.
With the roll holder the spool has
‘ merely to be dropped into its place when it is

The
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by a spring shutter, provided with a

small roller fitted to its edge so as to prevent
friction. Each exposure from the roll is marked
off, for cutting at the time of development, and
at the same time an automatic counter records
the number of exposures made.

The camera can be provided with anv suitable
lens,

and

it may

here

be remarked

that the

firm supply an excellent R-R-lens of their own
make; whilst the front carrying the lens may
be raised or lowered to suit requirements.
The illustration shows this instrument fitted
with roll holder the front cover of which is
drawn out ready for an exposure.
The camera for 4 by 5 exposures measures
64 by 8 by 7 inches and is covered in Morocco.
1:0: -——_

How

to

Make

the Most
Light.

of Your

mixed jet or the oxygen tube ofa blow-through.
Not the slightest ‘‘burr’’ or roughness must be
allowed to exist round these apertures, or a
very pronounced hissing or singing noise will
make itself apparent before the light has
reached its maximum brilliancy.
It may appear to be a work of supererogation
to point out that the lenses, both condensers
and objectives, should be scrupulously clean and
bright, but the fact remains that they are not
always so, even when being used by those who do
know better.

A very thin film of dust or smoke
upon the objective will scatter so much light as
to make the projected picture foggy in the
shadows, and, by so doing, cause the high lights

to look dull by comparison. It is a good plan
to carry lenses and condensers in a separate
partitioned box, and thus avoid the fine coating
of lime dust, which they so frequently acquire
when they travel as part of the lantern.
Unless

By Tue

UsxpOoUBTEDLY
best results in
arts, is to use
ful apparatus.

Doctor.

the easiest way to obtain the
lantern manipulation, as in other
only the most perfect and powerThere are, however, often serious

objections, mostly of a financial nature, to this
course, even where the operator has the selection

of the instrument he is to work with ; while in

many cases, as in schools or other institutions,
he has to do the best he can with apparatus
more or less ready to hand. To meet such
cases it is proposed to review afew of the causes
of poorness of illumination.
It is hardly
within the scope of this article to discuss the
relative merits of blow-through or mixed jets,
as it is presumed that the lanternist is already
provided with one

or the other.

If, however,

there is any opportunity for choice, the mixed
jet is greatly to be preferred; not only on.
account of its greater brilliancy, but also on the
score of economy of gas, and of the improved
definition given by the smaller incandescent
surface.
The experience of many years has
also conclusively shown that, particularly when

compressed gases are used, it is quite as free
from danger as the blow-through or so-called
‘‘ safety’ jet. Care should be taken, whichever

circumstances

prevent

it, the

size of

the projected picture should not be larger than
the light at your command will illuminate
brilliantly.
The inexperienced operator does
not realize the enormous gain in light to be
obtained by showing, say, a l0ft. picture instead
of a 12ft. one, and yet the difference in size is
hardly noticeable by the general body of spectators, who will, however, appreciate a picture
which they can see without possessing the cat-

like faculty of seeing in the dark.
lantern

and

is worked

a certain number

necessarily

behind

Where

the

from the centre of a room,

of the

audience

it, a curtain

or

shield

are
of

some sort should be fixed to the back of the
lantern body, so as to prevent the inevitable
glare, mainly reflected from the condensers,
from being seen outside. The writer has often
seen this stray light so much in evidence as
to cause a well-lighted disc to appear quite dust
when viewed from the back of the room.
| The nature of the screen is of course an important factor in obtaining brilliancy.
A
whitewashed wall is an ideal screen, but is a
little awkward to carry about, so that recourse
has to be had to something a little more
portable. The opaque screens made by Dyson
and others answer well, but will only do for

form ig used, that the nozzle of the jet is per-

swall sizes unless in @ permanent position, as
they must be rolled and not folded ; and this

fectly clean and smooth.
It will frequently be
found that the aperture is partly blocked by

precludes their transportation by the ordinary
lanternist.

pieces of lime or otber matter, and, in many
cases, a corrosion will have ensued to an extent

of course, the whitest and the

The

best linen or cotton screen is,
thickest,

as

the

thicker it is the more light is arrested and reThis is strikingly illustrated by the
which seriously impairs the light-giving powers flected.
increased brilliancy of the light where it falls
cf the jet. The remedy is of course simple and
upon the seams in an ordinary sheet; these
cbvious. A jeweller’s broach is a very useful
tool for clearing and rounding the nipple of a _ showing as much brighter lines where they

v.
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cross the high-lights.

The practice of showing

views through the sheet

is now

almost, if not

quite, obsolete, so that thinness and fineness of
texture are no longer required.
Cold slides are often the cause of a badly
lighted disc, particularly when the pictures
follow each other rapidly, giving time only for
the condensation to take place, and not for the

moisture to evaporate. Young lanternists often
polish the slides diligently before putting them

in the carrier ; this is labour in vain. The slides

A very skilful manipulator
must be warmed.
of the writer's acquaintance, makes a practice

of thoroughly warming his set of slides in an
oven, and them packing them in many folds of
baize to carry them to the lecture hall.
cosy
teapot
Those
a_
will
use
who
readily understand that slides so treated
will keep warm for several hours. If it is not
possible to do this, the slides should be placed in
grooved boxes and stood near a stove or hot water
coil, while the lantern and screen are being fitted
When it is stated that on some occasions
up.
fully 50 per cent of the available light is wasted
through the condensation of moisture on cold
slides, it will be granted that the question of
temperature is an important one.

The foregoing apply in the main to limelight
although, some are equally applicable to lanterns
furnished with oil lamps. The users of these
must be scrupulously careful in their working
if the best result is desired.
New and dry wicks
should be used for every important exhibition,
and the residue of oil left after each time of

using must be thoroughly drained out, and the
wicks lighted and allowed to burn dry before
putting the apparatus away. Of course the best
kerosine is always to be used; this can be obtained everywhere at. a shilling a gallon, or even
cheaper, so that there is no excuse for using
common

Russian

oil,

which

will

not

burn

opening of an extra door or window will often
work wonders, in the way of restoring brilliancy
to the light when the latter has gone dull and
smoky after being in use for a short period. In
some lamps, such

as Stocks’s,

this is provided

against by furnishing an extremely long chimney
with

a

rackwork

raising arrangement,

but on

the whole it is better for the light, better for the

operator, and better for the audience to remedy
the defect

in the most

natural

way,

viz., the

admission of an adequate quantity of fresh air.
It is recommended that the inexperienced
lanternist should provide himself with a few
good collodion slides, say by Wilson,

Valentine,

or Brooks. If he can succeed in projecting them
brilliantly he may rest content.
Many of the
amateur slides now made upon gelatine plates

are so thick and murky that even with the best
light in the world it is impossible to show them
to advantage.
If the disc appears dull slip in
one of your standard slides, and if that is properly illuminated you will know where the fault
is. Those having charge of Club or Society lantern shows might do worse than keep a few
really bright slides to slip in from time to time
during the evening, this would enable them to tell
whether they were keeping their light up to the
mark, and would also let the members

see how

nearly their own productions approached, what,
in default

of a better, might

be

considered

a

standard of excellence.
——:0:—_—_

My

Art

Gallery.

My Dear Maunrice,—You can perhaps remember my telling you on the last occasion of our
discussing optical lantern matters, what I intended doing, as regards setting apart a room in my
house, as an Art. Gallery, in which I should
make a fixture of my lime-light lantern, and of

the opaque screen I use with it.
without odour, and never gives a really white
That room I should regard as sacred to the
light. The glass plates which close the ends of
revelation of the beautiful in Nature and Art.
the flame chamber should fit in the grooves, withThe garish light of day would have no access to
out permitting much play, and should render
it, for the little sunlight that would be admitted,
the chamber as nearly air-tight as possible, or
would be through a very small window, fixed in
else the draught will be seriously reduced.
This
the same end of the room, as would also be fixed
is of great importance with lamps having a
the lantern, and which window would be glazed
chimney of moderate length ; with the very long
with ruby-colored glass ;and in order to darken
telescopic chimneys now so much used this
the room as much as possible during an exhibipoint is not of so much consequence, but even
tion, an accurately-fitting shutter would be fitted’
with them a badly closed flame chamber does not
to the inside of such window.
conduce to a steady light. Lastly, it should be
The instrument by which such revelations
borne in mind that oxygen is necessary to support
combustion, and that the atmosphere of a ‘would be made, I sbould have fixed in such a
position that only the light streaming from the
crowded lecture hall or school room, does not
objective would betray its presence.
always provide a sufficient quantity to keep a
. The opaque.screen, as I said, would be made
lamp going in anything like proper form The
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a fixture and would, in order to obtain the best
results, be coated with a slightly blued preparation as described by Mr. Henry White, in the
No. of this Journal for July, 1893.
The size of the room would be about 14 feet
wide, 16 feet long and 9 feet high.

To the walls

I should apply a very dark red preparation, and
to the ceiliug a very dark green ditto; but both
rough and unvarnished: and no ornamentation
other than a cornice round the ceiling would be
allowed.
The floor I should have covered with
a soft yielding material to prevent any noise
being made by the feet, and of a similar color to
the ceiling.
In such a room as I have described, I should

reveal the beauty of the mist-clad mountain
peak and trickling waterfall: of sculpture, the
grace of which would remind one of the description by Shelley, of the statues in the Temple of
Prometheus—' Praxitelean shapes, whose marble smiles (did) fill the hushed air with everlasting love ;”’ of studies of beautiful children, such
as those appearing in the Strand Magazine ; and
lastly Thoughts by which would be revealed the
beauty of that Spirit spoken of in the following
lines,

which

should

be dwelt

upon

in viewing

the beauties of landscape scenery.
Though I should gaze for ever
On that green light that lingers in the west;

I may not hope from outward forms to win,
The passion and the life, whose fountains are within."

If you too should be thinking of setting apart
a room for the same purpose, and require any
assistance, I shall be most happy to furnish it,
or any advice connected with the instrument
the application of the powers of which I have
attempted to describe.
Yours most fraternally,
ALBERT TRANTER.
eh

Lanternists.—No.

with every detail, and

1].

By SaTurRaTor.

Ir is proposed, under the above heading, to
collect together some useful information on the
manageinent of the optical magic lantern and
its accessories, which it is hoped will prove of
service to those who are already in possession of
a lantern and as an inducement to others to be-

come purchasers when it is seen how easily the
apparatus can be worked, and the vast amount
of amusement and instruction which is to be obtained with instruments costing only a moderate
amount.

No doubt there area large number of readers
of the Optica, Macic Lantern JourNat to

there

are num-

bers of people who would be glad to take up the
subject, but have been deterred from so doing
thinking that some special training was required
for its managemevt.
There are others resident in remote districts and abroad who sometimes require information such as I propose
giving, but are unable to obtain it at once when
wanted.
Some accept the name ‘magic lantern” in
its most literal sense, and think that an oil lamp

(magic) may be lighted without oil, others have
the impression that so soon as ordinary house
gas is attached to a magic lantern it is at once
transformed into an illuminant rivalling in
brilliancy the electric light.
In works upon the subject there appears to
be too much stress laid upon the dangers attending the use of the various forms of jets and
gases.
No doubt when gasbags were in general
use, there was considerable risk attached to the
management of the limelight, but with the intro-

duction of steel cylinders the danger has been
removed, providing: the apparatus is properly
constructed.
If statistics were

‘' It were a vain endeavour,

Tips for

whom they will not be tips, they being already
familiar

obtainable, I have no> doubt

that it could be shown there is less chance of
accident when using the limelight than in taking
a walk through the London streets, or a‘journey
by train.
My advice is, when in want of lamp, jet, lens,
etc., go to a good dealer and you will obtain any
information you may require, and can depend
upon the apparatus you may purchase.
Oil Lamps.—These are all much the same as
regards general construction and outside appearance, but

have

various modifications

as to the

position of the wicks to each other and methods
of improving combustion.
In some of the earlier lamps there were two
wicks only, but most of those now made have
three, four, and even five wicks, some placing
them in the form ofa W, and some parallel, thus,

| | | |; in others they are arranged as a AA
reversed, or thus ({).
In one new lamp the reservoir has been
cut-into sections so as to obtain an increased
draught to the combustion chamber.
It must be borne in mind that by increasing
the number of wicks one also increases the
difficulty in getting the lamp to burn steadily,
unless it is thoroughly warmed before turning
them up to their full height; I have found
some advantage in this direction by using wicks
tipped with asbestos ; these give a more even
flame than the ordinary cotton wicks, and the
flame is less liable to fork at the edges.
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Tn all good lamps the wicks are placed fairly

Lighting wp.—As soon as the wicks are saturated with oil, apply light, and turn down as
low as possible ; insert lamp in the lantern in
the runners, and place chimney upon its seat

close together, if this is not done, then it is diff-

cult to obtain an evenly lighted disc, the space
between the wicks being apparent on the screen
ag a rather dark streak.
Several makers now place the reflectors outside the combustion chamber, which certainly
is apreat improvement, as it does not tarnish so
quickly, but I cannot recommend those lamps
which have mica plates in place of glass; there
is the advantage that mica does not break, but
after many trials I invariably found that the
disc on

the screen

aod was ofa
glass is well
breakage.

drawn out to nearly its full length, and allow to

burn in this way for ten minutes, then turn wp
the two outside wicks first, which will also draw
up

was not so well illuminated,

brownish
annealed,

colour.
If the front
there is less risk of

The lamp consists of the following parts :—

ling

flame
or

oc;
D,

all oil should

the

end, E, and

glass at the other,
F; chimney, G.

Fig. 1.

Candle Power.
—A _ three-wick
lamp will give a
light
equal
to
from 70 to 90

wick

they should be kept perfectly clean.
Reflectors.—If_ placed
outside combustion

chamber, should be moved about until in focus.
These

must

if tarnished,

a

to, and the lamp and lantern

are gradually warmed and adjusted, there will

be no difficulty in keeping a steady light with
very little attention for two or two and a half
hours, but if not, then comes

the failure.

—_——:0:——

Experiment.

up flame chamber, as shown in

down, at same time turning milled head belonging to it to the left hand, the ratchet on pinion
will catch wick and draw it down into place,
trim
evenly
with
pair of lamp _ scissors
taking off small piece at either corner; if
using asbestos wicks, no trimming is required.

kept bright;

carefully attended

white, and with little or no smell.

in wick-holder, and press

be

brown instead of a white disc will be the result,
Generally, if the preceding instructions are

Filling.— Unscrew the brass cap in the front
of reservoir, pour in oil through opening about
one pint or a pint and half, according to size.
Use only the best paraflin, kerosene or rock oil,
Messrs. Defries sell excellent quality, perfectly
cotton

be emptied out of reservoir, and

re-lighted

Lamp glasses.—These should always fit loosely
otherwise the excessive heat will crack them;

which does not obstruct the lizht so much may
be increased to 10 feet diameter with advantage.
Quality.—Lamps are mostly made in first and
second quality ; when purchasing always buy
the best, ‘tis cheapest in the end, they last
longer, and are less troublesome to manage.

Wicks.—Lift

so that

little albo carbon or common salt added in place
of camphor has the same effect.

candles; a four wick lamp 80 to 120 candles.
Limit of disc on screen.—If using a 6-inch
focus lens; 6 to 8 feet diameter, for a photographic view or landscape ; but a slide of a diagram

Fig. 1, insert

the wicks

and allowed to burn out,
then smoothed by removing charred part with a
piece of paper or rag. It is only necessary to
trim occasionally.
To increase power of light.—Inserting a piece
of camphor about the size of a walnut into the
reservoir will improve the whiteness of the light,
but it has a deleterious effect upon the wicks; @

to

which
is fitted
the reflector at
one

adjust

bustion and consequently Jess smell.
To prevent lamp from smelling.—Do not spill
oil upon any part of lamp. After each exhibition

chamber

hood,

ones;

to allow free access of air, there is better com-

control-

wick,

inner

brighter when a door or window of room Is open,

reservoir, A; inlet
for
filling
al;
wick holders, B;

winders

the

those inside are rather higher than the outer
ones, and finally turn them all up so that they
are just short of smoking.
Remember that by turning the milled head of
winder to the left lowers the flame, and to the
right ancreases tt.
Draught.—To increase, rack up chimney; if
a Stocks lamp, wind up with key. Lamps burn

|

Fint

a

tumbler

half

full

of lime

water,

then breathe into it frequently, at the same time
stirring it witha piece of glass. the fluid which
before was perfectly transparent will gradually
become quite white, and, if allowed

rest, chalk will be deposited.

to remain at
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Electric
Messrs.

Lamps

for the

Lantern.

A Singular Experience in Lantern
Slide

Gwysne & Co., of Brooke Street Works,

Holborn, the patentees and makers of the wellknown ‘ Gwynne-Pilsen ’ photo apparatus,
printing, enlarging and engraving lamps, &c.,
have now placed on the market a small electric
arc-lamp for magic-lantern work.
The lamp
(which is

illustrated

herewith),

is a form

of

their patent ‘‘Gwynne-Pilsen" lamp, the carbons
being carried out in front, which has the twofold advantage of saving space, and having the
light standing out practically by itself, and quite
clear of the n-echanism of the lamp.
A. Is a wooden handle by which the lamp
can be moved backwards or forwards.
B.B.
Are the two solenoids, main and shunt,
round which the electric current passes.
’ ¢,c. Are the two cores upon which the solenoids act, and thereby cause the carbons to
come together or feed.
D.D.
Are the two carbon holders.
E

Is asmall

reflector;

used for lantern work.
F.F,

this is not, however,

Are the terminals, to which

the wires

carrying the electric current are fixed.

By

G. THorne.

On taking possession of a new residence in the
country, some years ago, a small parcel of
papers of no particular value was found, but
included with them was a manuscript narrating
the following remarkable account of how a set
of lantern slides were made under peculiar
and exciting circumstances,

that interested

me,

and may perhaps be deemed interesting by the
readers of this Journal.
That the results of
the experiment so graphically told, were startling, no one can deny, but whether they existed

otherwise than in the imagination of the writer,
the readers of this Journal must for themselves
determine.
The
author, presumably
well
acquainted with photography, says: ‘It happened when I was enjoying my Christmas
holidays in the south of England, with my
camera for a companion.
The morning was
bright and frosty, all vegetation was clothed
in a pure white mantle of sparkling beauty, the
very cobwebs stretched from twig to twig on the
roadside hedges, had become veritable works of
art, attractive as fragile, defying the clumsier
efforts

We have seen the lamp (which is perfectly
automatic, being electrically controlled), burning at Messrs. Gwynne’s works, and it gave a
splendidly steady, as well as powerful light.
There is no doubt that electric light for lantern
work will be adopted wherever possible, as it is
very much less trouble than the present mode of
operation.
The lamp is about 8} inches high
and 63 inches wide, and is the resuit of a long
series of experiments by Messrs. Gwynne.
It
is. about to be put on the market at a
moderate figure, and, from what we have seen
of it, think it should command a ready sale.
This lamp is also used for theatrical purposes,
and can be utilized for either open or close work
with equally good results.

Making.

of

man

.to

equal,

as,

like strings of

lustrous gems, festooned with lavish prodigality
from every bare and russet branch glistened in
the morning sun. A sudden startling whizz, as
a covey of partridges disturbed by the step of a
passing traveller, rushed across the fields to
hide themselves from possible harm in the
friendly shelter of the turnips. It was a bright
exhilarating day, one that mutely reproved the
indoor stayer and spurred on the pedestrian to
increased exertion.
The sunny quietness had
tempted me on this particular morning
to
endeavour to secure a photograph or two of hoar
frost effects for the lantern, of a specially suitable composition, I had previous!y noticed in
my rambles, under very similar conditions of
light and frost.
Working in a somewhat
secluded nook some twenty yards away.-from
and below the level of the high road, and hidden
from it by a thick hedge, a morass some yards

wide, formed by a shallow brook necessitated a
walk of about forty or fifty yards before there
occurred a practical opening on the highway,
now partially frozen over.
I had made one
satisfactory exposure, at least I hoped so, and
was preparing for a second, when the alent and
elastic step of someone rung out from the frostbound road above, attracting my atteuvtion.
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Of course, from my position, I could not see
who it was, but to judge from the snatches of
some popular ditty, carolled out in a pleasant
sonorous

young

voice,

and

I judged

the

in high spirits;

steps followed, a few

words

traveller

other

to

and

be

rapid

indistinctly

heard,

a dull thud as of a falling body, a groan of pain,
a hurrying away,

then

silence.

The

singer's

voice was no more heard, the blythesome step
had ceased, and all at once the happiness
seemed gone out of the day to give place to
some gruesome tragedy of which I had been an
unseen and unseeing witness.
I lost not a
moment in hastening to the scene, and was in a
few minutes on the high road at the spot where
the incident had apparently taken place; but
what was my surprise to find no one either alive
or dead, and although there was an uninterrupted view of the road in both directions, at
least a quarter of a mile each way, not a soul
was visible anywhere ; had there been anyone I
could not fail to have seen them.
About a
hundred yards away a hare was deliberately
crossing the road, but so alert to danger that
the sound of my heavy boots even at that
distance changed its deliberation into a rapid
scurry, but as to anything else the road was
absolutely blank.
I made a most careful
examination of every bush and bank in the
neighbourhood, in fact, everywhere that could
afford cover to anything much larger than a
hare; without making any discovery, in fact,
there were but few places, where an object much
larger than a cricket

ball, much

less a human

being, could be hidden within a considerable
distance of where I stood. I at length hecame
convinced that the whole affair existed only in
my imagination, although it seemed absolutely
real, and it certainly

was

the first time

I had

ever experienced such an extraordinary hallucination.
Feeling considerably chagrined and puzzled, I

made my way back to where I had left my
camera.
Heavy clouds had risen in the
interim, betokening a fall of snow, so further
attempts at photography were shelved for that
day; packing up my traps I made the best of
my way back to the hospitable road-side inn I
had temporarily selected as my home, more disturbed in mind

than

I cared

to acknowledge.

The fancied occurrence seemed so very real
that I had difficulty in persuading myself that
it was nothing more than hearing playing
me a trick ; although unwillingly compelled to
acknowledge such must have.been the case.
The more I thought about it the more incomprehensible it seemed. I utterly failed to shake
off the impression.
The sharp walk of four or

five miles on such a morning did not as usua
have the effect of giving me an appetite for the
excellent fare my landlord provided, which was
sent away scarcely tasted, much to his concern.
Acigar and a glass of brandy and water did
duty for it.
Ensconced in a comfortable chair before
a roasting fire, with a large old-fashioned
screen at my back, the experience I had gone
through chiefly occupied my thoughts, and I
questioned the landlord about the events of the
neighbourhood, as he joined me in a glass of
grog, in no way reluctant to have someone to
cossip with.
I may here avow that I am by no
means
superstitious, but probably
have a
slight tendency in that direction.
Have

not all of us, whether we acknowledge it or
not?
Nothing, however, at all bearing on the
subject for which [ was anxious to find some
explanation, could be elicited from my companion. ‘‘No. There had been no assaults or
murders or anything of the sort in that part in
his recollection, and

he had

lived

there

more

than forty years come Michaelmas, nor had he
ever heard tell of any."
This was tolerably
conclusive evidence that I had suffered from

some curious delusion, produced, in all probability, by some slight derangement of the
system.

The following morning was again perfect
for photography; a little snow
had fallen
in

the

whiten

not

much,

the ground.

night,

The

but

sufficient

night’s

rest

to

had

| refreshed and settled my nerves, so, after making

a good vreakfast, I once more shouldered my
kit and made my way to the same spot to complete the pictures J had set my mind upon,
having fixed up my camera and made several
exposures, debating
if JI should duplicate
any of them, when a cart passed on the
road above me and went rumbling into the
distance ; several flocks of sheep followed, with
the usual accompaniment of shouting drovers
and barking dogs. Then all was again still, the
barking of the dogs becoming fainter and
fainter till they passed entirely out of hearing.
I was arrested in the act of drawing up the
dark slide by the same sounding footsteps and
the same jubilant voice heard the previous
morning, followed
by precisely the same
sequence of events that had so alarmed me
betore. I listened critically this time, but spellbound,

there

could

be

no mistake.

I could

distinctly recognise the voices and localise the
spot frou. whence they apparently. proceeded.
I ran at the top of my speed to the place to find
as before—nothing.
In a few moments that
had elapsed it was absolutely impossible for
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anyone to have got out of sight in any direction
if they had beenthere.

where the road

In the extreme distance,

made a bend, acountry

yokel,

bundle in hand, was slowly tramping along in
my direction.
I waited for Hodge’s arrival and
asked him if he had passed anyone on the road.
““Noa he’d seen nobbody sin he left the White
Oss,

about

people

use

lower road

he went.
real,

a mile

furder

that road
was

That

I could

best.

on;

tain’t

many

‘cept at fair time; the
Marning, squire,” and on

the footsteps and voices were
have

sworn;

but

the

greatest

proof of their unreality to me was the repetition
at two different times of precisely the same
sequence of events.
I felt absolutely certain
the sounds occurred ; but why did they and why
was it that only myself had noticed them?

‘Surely there was something to be found out or
brought to light, and perhaps I was the chosen
instrument to do it.
(To be continued.)
——:0:

A New

Method of Triple
solving.
By THE

Dis-

SHOWMAN.

First of all let it be understood that I do not
‘claim to be the inventor of the method I am

about to describe. Having regard to the way in
which certain inventions have been disputed
lately, I do not consider

the

word

‘“‘new”

if safe to do so, and

in the above

title merely

means that, so far as my knowledge goes, the

method has not been described before.
At present the most usual method of triple
‘dissolving is by means of a six-way and a fourway tap, the six-way tap being coupled to two
contiguous lanterns, and the four-way tap controlling the odd one, which is thus either the
top or the bottom one.
Another method is to
have three four-way taps, one for each

lantern,

and there are besides several single taps on the
market which are mostly the subjects of
‘patents.

inlets of the lower tap to the bags or cylinders.
Now it will be noticed that the upper tap is
supplied through and governed by the lower tap,
aud the method of working is as follows :—Set
the lower tap so as to shut off the bottom
lantern and pass all gas to the upper tap, and
with this and the top and middle lanterns
ordinary dissolving is accomplished as usual.
When an effect which has to be shown with
another slide occurs, place it in either the top or
middle lantern, whichever happens to be vacant,
and set the upper tap so as to light up both its
lanterns equally, or one slightly more than the
other according to fancy.
Now place the next
slide in the bottom lantern, and the reason for
having the second six-way tap will be at once
apparent, for by moving the Jever of this lower
tap we bring on this lantern and shut off the
other two simultaneously.
While the bottom lantern is on, remove slides
from the other two and place the next slide in
one of them, setting the upper tap to that one,
to dissolve work the lower tap and then use the
top and middle lanterns for dissolving as before.
In this system dissolving is always accomplished
by moving one lever only, whereas with one
six-way and one four-way tap, two levers have
often to be moved together, and when the
lantern controlled by the four-way tap is on, it
is impossible to shut off both the others without
disturbing the jet taps of one lantern.
The weight.and cost of two six-way taps is
practically no greater than of one six-way and
one four-way tap, and the advantage over the
system of three four-way taps is in the saving
of the weight and cost of one tap, and the
trouble

two

:

Summer

ofa triple, one between top and iniddle lanterns,
the other between middle and bottom, next

By

connect the two
sets
upper tap to the jets of

the upper and middle lanterns respectively, and

‘connect one set of outlets of the lower tap to
the jet in bottom lantern, and the other set of
outlets to the inlets of the upper tap, and the

levers every

time

the

:O0:—-—

For my method take two six-way taps of the
ordinary pattern and attach them to the back
with rubber tube
of outlets of the

of moving

picture is dissolved.
With two six-way taps
any one lantern may be brought on alone, and
all three together by placing both cross levers
horizontally.
The only point to be attended to
is that all the passages in the lower tap are
large enough, as all the gas for two lanterns
has to pass through this tap, but this is merely
a question of area and the same of course
applies to the byepass.

T.

Work.
Perxins.

THosE lanternists who are not satisfied with
merely showing other people's slides on the
screen—and I hope that there are but few that
are

thus

satisfied—shouid,

now

that

the

long
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summer days have come round once more, be
busy with their cameras, securing negatives
from which in the shortening days of autumn
they may make lantern slides ready for exhibition in the winter.
True though it is, as I
pointed out in a former article (vol. iv., page
197), that there are some subjects of which
negatives can be best or only obtained during
that season when the majority of photographers
lay their cameras and lenses aside, yet the long
summer
days
make
photographic
work
more pleasant, and the stronger light is a
great advantage when dealing with many subjects.

In order to make lantern exhibitions interesting and attractive, it is desirable to set to work
in a systematic way, when securing negatives
from which to make lantern pictures. Nothing can
well be more tedious and irritating to the
spectators than a miscellaneous collection of
slides without any connection with one another
thrown upon the screen,
Far better is it to
illustrate a tour, to show a series of pictures of

the interesting features of some particular district, or views of places connected with some
special period of our national history, or the
localities in which the scenes of some favourite
novel are laid.
For me, individually, views of
old churches, built before the Reforrnation, while

architecture was still a living art and not the
mere mechanical imitation of old forms that so
much of modern architecture is, have a special
charm, and to obtaining negatives of the
churches of my own county my photographic
energies will be devoted during the present season. As I have been engaged in similar work
for

some

time,

I

think

some

hints, based

on personal experience, may prove useful to
readers of the Orticsr
Macic
Laxtern
JOURNAL.
The first matter that we must deal with is
the selection of an outfit.
IPf the negatives are
to be taken solely with a view to slide-making,
then nothing can be better than a quarter-plate
camera.
This size has many advantages; the

camera and half-a-dozen double dark slides are
not

a

heavy

burden;

the

lenses,

even

the

longest focussed ones, will probably not be more
than seven or eight inches in focus, and for
a reason to be explained
presently short
focussed lenses on small plates have certain
advantages over longer focussed lenses on proportionally

larger

plates;

and,

finally,

smaller the plate the less the expense

the

in every
way, and this is a matter of great importance
to many amateurs who cannot by the sale of
their photographs recover the amount expen led
on their production as a professional photo-

197

grapher can.
But if prints from the negatives,
as well as lantern slides, are required, then
something larger than the quarter-plate siz:
will probably be preferred, for this size is hardly
sufficient to show, without magnification, as
much of the detail in architectural subjects as
most would desire.
Probably the half-plate
would answer most purposes;

the prints are of

a reasonable size; the weight, though greater
than that of a quarter-plate camera, is not
beyond the power of most workers to carry unaided, and the stopping down of the lenses to
secure sufficient depth of focus need not be
carried so far as to necessitate such inordinately
long exposures as would be required if 10 x 8
or 12 x 10 pictures were being taken.
A few
words of explanation of this statement may not
be out of place. It may be deduced from the
formule connecting the distances of the conjugate foci from the centre of the lens with the
focal length of the lens that—to use mathematical language—the depth
of focus varies
inversely as the square of the focal length of
the lens ; from which it follows that if we use
two lenses, one of 12 in., another of 6 in. focus,

then, in order to get the same two objects at
different distances from the lens equally well
defined at the same time in the pictures taken
with the two lenses, we shall have to use a stop
of ,‘, on the 12 in. lens, but only one of £ on
the 6 in. lens.

This will, of course

necessitate

an exposure when using the longer focussed
lens sixtcen times as great as that required
when using the shorter focussed lens.
Hence
for interior work, where exposures are reckoned
by minutes rather than by seconds, it is a great
disadvantage to use a lens of long focus, but

since a short focussed lens on a comparatively
large plate means the inclusion of a wide angle
—a

thing to be avoided as much as possible —it

follows that we must, unless we are prepared to
give enormously long exposures, be satisfied to
work with somewhat small plates. Personally,
I am inclined to think that the half-plate hits
the happy mean, and is, in most circumstances,

the most suitable size to use.
Having decided
on the size of our pictures, the next point will
be to select a lens, or rather lenses, for it is
almost impossible to work with one only. If
the camera is a quarter-plate one then nothing
can be better than a Zeiss Anastigmat, Series,
II., No. 2, 42 in. in focus, price £4

works at !; ; or a Goerz
Series

103., which

Double Anastigmat,

III., No. 00, 4 in. in focus, price £4 5s.,

which works at 1, supplemented by a lens of
about 7 in. focus, which may be a single landscape lens, or a doublet of an ordinary type.
The Anastigmatss have -remarkably flat-fields

The
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and excellent marginal definition, even with the

largest stops, and since those recommended
above are short in focus, the largest or second
largest stop will generally give sufficient depth
for most subjects.
But if it is decided to work
on the half-plate size, then the corresponding
lenses would be of about 6% and 11 in. focus
respectively, and although the Anastigmats of

64 in. focus have all the excellencies of the
smaller ones, yet they are somewhat costly,

and as, for the reasons

given above, they must

be stopped down to obtain depth, they lose
their special advantages, namely, good definition
over a large field, combined with rapidity, for
the stopping down of the ordinary rectilinear
doublets, which is needful to secure depth, also

The

Supply

Lantern

of

Oxygen

Flames.—No.

to
Il.

By W. H. Harrison.
THE first experiments upon common air by
passing it through a thin film of india-rubber,
were made in 1831 by Mr. J. K. Mitchell, M.D.,

of Philadelphia, and published in volume XIII.
of the Philadelphia Journal of Medical Sciences.
He was led to the research by noticing that
after filling india-rubber balloons with hydrogen
and allowing them to ascend to the ceiling of
his lecture room at the Philadelphia Medical
Institute, they all descended again in times
varying from an hour to two days, the difterences of time being in some cases due to the
amount of efficiency with which the aperture of
each balloon had been closed.
He next carefully tied a thin piece of india-rubber over the
aperture of a wide-mouthed bottle filled with
hydrogen, and in a few hours the descent of the
membrane into the bottle gave evidence of a

extends the area of good definition.
Now with
a lens of 7 in. it will be necessary to stop down
to about =‘; to obtain as much depth as a lens
of 4 in. will give with £, and a good lens of the
ordinary type of 7 in. focus will give excellent
definition all ove: a half-plate under ordinary
circumstances if used with a stop of ;4. Most
of my own interior work has been done with a | diminution of the contained gas, until the cover
Wray Wide Angled Rectilinear (price £3 16s.) | burst inwards from the pressure of the outside
of 7 in. focus, and, as a rule, with this stop,
atmosphere,
In another experiment he found
although sometimes when the objects on either
the contents of the bottle, after lapse of time, to
side were nearer than those immediately in
be hydrogen, but that a bell glass at first
front of the lens, I have, by taking advantage
containing common air and inverted over the
of the slight curvature of the field, been able to
bottle, finally contained an explosive mixture of
use the largest stop, namely one of ;4,..
This
hydrogen and common air.
Next, he put air
lens will also do a good deal of exterior work,
into a bottle and placed an atmosphere of
but sometimes a longer focussed one is useful.
hydrogen outside it; the latter gas rapidly
I have a 10 in. lens of the same series, and
entered the bottle and forced up the wembrane,
chose it because I wanted at times to use it as
which it finally burst.
Carbonig acid was
a wide angled lens on 12 x 10plates, otherwise | found to permeate the mernbrane with greater
a single lens would have answered the purpose
facility. Other experiments led bim to conThe half of one of these lenses | clude that if two gases ‘equally penetrant’”’
at a less cost.
made by unscrewing the front combination and
were placed on opposite sides of the membrane,
using the back alone is sometimes useful as a
they would each penetrate it and mix together,
single
landscape
lens;
the focus will be
without causing much bending of the indiadoubled, and consequently the stops will be : rubber film.
With nitrogen on one side and
relatively decreased in working aperture, the
sulphuretted hydrogen on the other, the penes'5 becoming ;‘5, and so on.
The reason we | tration of the Jatter is so rapid that the change
can

use

a single

lens

for architectural

work,

when the focus is considerable compared with
the length of the plate, is because the curvilinear distortion, which is the one defect of single
lenses,only shows itself to any appreciable extent
near the margin of the largest plate the lens
will cover, and when we usean

11 or 12in. lens

| going
going on is immediately y visible.

He next tied a piece of the thin rubber over a
lamp glass, and putting this arrangement in a
trough of mercury, raised the closed end therefrom, so that a column of mercury stood in the
tube ; this column slowly descended as air made
its way through the india-rubber.
Matters bad

on a half-plate we are only using the central
reached this stage, when his pupil, Professor J.
portion of the field, which is practically free from
K. Finley, began to help him in Lis experiments.
distortion.
If a wider angled lens than the
They found that gaseous ammonia penetrated
4 in. for the quarter-plate, and the 7 in. for the
the india-rubber with great velocity, as some of
half-plate,is required a Zeiss Anastigmat of 33 in. i us bave been annoyed by re-discovering for
or of 53 in. respectively is the best lens to buy.
ourselves, when india-rubber joints have been
(To be continued.)
used for connecting glass tubing conveying that
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gas.
The following were found to be the
relative velocities of transmission of equal
volumes

of different gases :—
Name of Gas.

Ammonia

<6

Postar Stipz Boxes.—Some samples of boxes for
lantern slides have been sent to us by the makers,

Velocity of Transmiesion.
Hra. Mats.

oe

.

O11

Sulphuretted Hydrogen

oe

‘i

--

O

2}

Cyanogen
oe
Carbonic Acid ..
Nitrous Oxide ..
Hydrogen Arsenide
Olefiant Gas
..
Hydrogen
ats
Oxygen ..
ae
Carbonic Oxide..

wi
id

«5
-.

O
O

3f
54

..

O

63

-.
-.

O
O

27%
28

2

40

oe
a

ne

7
we
ae

a

o
ee

an
a

-.

O
1

ae

Messrs. H. Nixdorff

less than

then tried a

variety of experiments on the transmission of
gases through animal membranes, with which
experiments we are not at present

He also pointed out an

concerned.

early experiment

by

the late Professor Graham, Master of the Mint,

which, if followed up, would have led him to
the discoveries by Dr. Mitchell, as just
described.
He then describes some of the
phenomena presented by the transmission of
liquids through membranes.
Dr. Mitchell next found that a thick piece of
india-rubber placed in carbonic acid gas, in a
glass vessel

gas at once

inverted

over mercury, caused the

to be absorbed and the mercury

to rise; in a few

hours

the india-rubber

had

absorbed its own volume of the gas, and had
considerably increased in size.
(To be continued.)

Patent

—.0'-=—

Intelligence.

The following list, relating to current Patent Applications,
is compiled expressly for “ I'he Optical Magic Lantern
Journal" by a registered Patent Agent.

inches deep, can be supplied for 24s.

For the sizes we

with

the Paget plates,

have mentioned, the prices run from 93. to 30s. per gross
boxes.

373
58

that of carbonic oxide.
man, Dr. Mitchell

Hack-

The wood is neatly
depths: }, 4, 3, 1, 2, and 4 inches.
planed, the lid hinged, and the price is exceedingly
As an example, a gross of these boxed, two
moderate.

brane employed.
Another compensating influence is the extreme slowness with which
nitrogen penetrates the film, which was not
As a medical

& Co., 30, Maidstone-street,

ney-road, N.E. They are of the size to hold from two
lantern slides upwards, and are made in the following

Thus it will be seen that the slow rate of the
penetration of oxygen is a disadvantage for our
purpose, but some compensation can be made
by increasing the superficial area of the mem-

exactly measured, but the rate was

Table.

For further infor-

mation apply to S. Dicker, c/o‘ The Optical Magic Lantern
Journal,” 56, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

No.
ReEcENT PATENT APPLICATIONS.
11529, 14 June Joseph John Butcher.
Illuminating
dissolving reflecting screens and accessories for photography.
Ernest Stewart Gladstone.
Improve11635. 15 June.
ments in apparatus for changing the
views in a magic lantern.
CoMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS PRINTED.
4834 of 1894. Marks (Chauvet). Stereoscopes. etc.
13820 of 1893. Day. Cameras, Stereoscopes,etc.
14024 of 1893. Beacham.
Photographic colours.
10554 of 1893. Manchester Oxygen (Brin's patent) Co.,
Ltd., and Jackson. Utilising the pressure
in cylinders of compressed gases.

Exposure

Meter.—For

use

Messrs, Cadett & Neall bave sent us one of Dibden’s
exposure meters, which has: been adapted to the speed
To those at all uncertain as to
numbers of their plates.

what exposure to give under certain conditions,
sum of 6d. invested in this meter will supply
proverbial long-felt want.
“Ty7-Brr

GuIDE

To

PHotocRaPgy,”

which

the
the

is issued

at 1d., by Mr. W. Tyler, of Birmingham, contains much
useful information that willbe of interest to many who
may be in the elementary phases of photographic art.
The portion containing the tit-bita occupies about thirty
pages, whilst about as many more set forth the fact that
Mr. Tyler stocks a diversity of apparatus pertaining to
the subject upon which the booklet treats.

ENTERTAINMENT List.—Some fine half-tint illuatrations are to be found in the list issued by Messrs. Webster & Girling, of Baker-street, W.
The style of cntertainments provided by this firm vary, viz. :— lightning
sketchers, parlour punch and judy, musicians, dissolving
view exhibitions, &c.
In an illustration depicting the
latter, is shown

a hall, lantern

with

rays

from

nozzle

and picture on screen, the block of which is made from
a combination print, the hall and audience being taken
in daylight, and the picture on the screen being afterwards printed in from a small negative, a printing block
being then made from the whole.
The effect, however,
is very good.
CaTaLOGUE.—The

latest list issued

66, Belgrave Gate, Leicester, shows

by Mr. R. Broof,

that he is well up to

the times with a good stock of photographic apparatus
and chemicals.

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO PwHoToGRaPHY. — The fifth
edition of this popular sixpenny guide bas just been published by Messrs. Perkin, Son, and Rayment, of Hatton
Garden, E.C. Its 120 pages are brimful of just the sort
of information that will smoothe the path of the beginner
in photography, as the subject is treated in a full yet
simple manner, technicalities being avoided as much as
possible.
BaRNET BRoMIDE Parer.—Messrs. Elliott & Son, of
Barnet, have brought out an extra rapid plotino-mattsurface bromide paper. This paper can be had with
either rough or smooth surface, and is supplied in pack-

ages of 12 and 24 sheets varying in size from 44 x 3} to
40x30, or if desired, in rolls 25 feet long by 40 inches
wide,
For contact work from an
average negative

the exposure required ‘is about 4 seconds, 18 inches from
an ordinary gaslight. The results obtained by this paper
are of an exceedingly delicate nature, characterized by
subdued vigour, whilst the softness of the tint will be
greatly admired.
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Notes

Dear Sir,—Several months ago there appeared in your
columas a letter emanating from a firm of solicitors in
the North of England respecting alleged infringements
of the patent rights of a certain saturator.
I find that

letter has acted in a very prejudicial manner against the
sale of my invention, the ‘Gridiron Saturator,"

N.W.

The

by Mr.

above

Brown,

mentioned

of 13, Ossulston

letter

Queries.

F. J. Balson writes: Have you not made a mistake
in your ‘Notes and Queries’' to R. Morris in stating

RE-SATURATOR.
To the Iditor.

manufactured

and

is not the

Street,

to produce an

40ft. picture with a 8 in. focus lens?
Ought it not
to be 40ft. from-screen to produce a 15ft. picture, with a
8in. focus lens‘anda 3in. slide? --Ans.—You are quite
correct.
We noticed the transposition of the figures
immediately the Journal was printed, and sent a note to
the querist explaining
it.

only

influence which has been at work against it, asit has
come to my knowledge that private correspondence has
been used in the same direction, a good deal of which is’
now in my possession.
I shall be glad if you will kindly allow me to make it
known to your readers that I have had a thorough investigation made into the validity of the said alleged patent
by a Patent agent, who is an expert in this branch of
the profession, and during his search he has unearthed
some most startling facts which are being carefully
stored up by me for future use.
I have also had eminent counsel’s opinion on the subject, and am advised that my patent, if none other is, is
perfectly novel and valid.
Should, therefore, any of your readers be afraid to use
my instrument owing to above-mentioned

that the lantern must be 15ft. from screen

T. Gretton.—In further answerto your query which
appeared in May Journal, Mr. H. A. Edwards Cumberland, and U.S. A., writes tous.

‘Tell Mr. Gretton

that

4]b. of gum dammar dissolved in 1 gal. gasoline will how

about the same as collodion.

I am a tin type man in the

U.S., and use the above to varnish ferrotypes and negatives, and costs here about 75 cents a gallon; by the

time he has used a pint he should be proficient in coating
a plate without spilling any.”’

R. W. L., Leicester (Gawler, Australia). We thank you
for your kindness in sending and presenting the apparatus, which will probably reach us by the next mail. On
receipt we will write you.

threats, I shall

be glad to give them a form of guarantee that would
effectually protect them against all proceedings which
may be taken against them in respect of the use of my
saturator, and have instructed my sclicitors to defend
any action which may be so taken. Thanking
you in anticipation,
I beg to remain, yours truly,
J. G. PARVIN,

R. W.—We must decline to expross any opinion in the
matter; you can of.course write to both parties, and see
what they have to say about it, but we

neutral position.

W, D. Welford and C. E.
issue;

must maintain a

Rendle.—No

room

in this

in our next.

47, Whittingstall-road, Parsons Green, S,W.
THE

NEW

MODE

OF MAKING LANTERN
To the Editor,

SLIDES.

G. says, ‘‘I use gas bags, but my difficulty is in getting
weights to place on them, in some villages, as they are too
heavy tocarry about. Can you give me any suggestion ?"

Srr,—I gather from your issue for the present month,
that a company is being formed for the purpose of working a patent which has been applied for by “Messrs.
Weeks and Riley for ‘‘a method of producing photographic
lantern slides without the aid of scenic effects by combinations of artistic and photographic manipulation."
As this specification is vague in the extreme, you

Ans. Get square-shaped cans and fill them with water
when required.

would confer a favour on myself and the few other
professional slide designers and manufacturers, if you

him for particulars.

would publish some details of the specia] processes
hinted at, as the production of optical lantern slides,
both with and without the aid of scenic effects, by combinations of artistic and photographic manipulations,
has for years been an almost daily occurrence.
On the
face of the matter it would appear from the notice, to
which I refer, that Mr. Weeks had just discovered one
of these every-day processes, and jumps to the conclusion
that it is a gold mine.
If Mr. Weeks’ process is on different lines to those

usually adopted, all honour be to him, and may he make
it pay ; but if only what his specification implies, I shall

have

pleasure

in mecting

him

at your

office, and

will

submit for your joint inspection, drawings and photographs, negatives and duplicate slides, which
will
demonstrate that if there be anything new under the
sun, it is not the production of photographic lantern
slides by combination of artistic and photographic
manipulation.

I beg to enclose my circular,
Tam, Sir, yours obediently,

Royston, Cambs.
June, 1894,

FRANK

R. HINKINS.

Lecturer.—In one of our back numbers we gave &
description of & compact reading stand and lamp, the
latter being constructed to carry several dozens of slides.
The maker is Mr. W. I. Chadwick

of Manchester, write

The cost is moderate,

T. Staines, writes.—‘‘ How can I compute the quantity
of gas left at any time in my 10 foot cylinder? I have a
pressure gauge, but it says nothing about foet, but only
atimosphores.” Jeply.—Having ascertained the number of
atmospheres indicated, divide it by 12, which will give the
quantity in feet.
When full the bottle will indicate 120
atmospheres.

W.B. asks how to make what is known as Brunswick
black. Reply.—To 2 lbs. of asphalt when fused add a
pint of hot boiled oil, and mix

well; thon, when

it has

cooled somewhat, add two quarts of turpentine.
desired, a small quantity of driers may be added.

If

Valeria says he wants to make a long slip of glass with
various colours to pass close to the condensers of his
lantern in the usual way, and asks the easiest way to
tint the slip. dns.—On another page you will find an
advt. of Dalton's coloured cold lacquers.
Procure an
assortment of these, and coat the glass with them: they
dry quickly, and are very brilliant and clear.
.
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THE

‘Gwynne Pilsen wa Lantern Lamp
NO

AUTOMATIC,
STEADY.

AUTOMATIC
HAND

- FED

PATENT
PHOTO

The

AND
LAMPS.

ELECTRIC

BEAUTIFUL

APPARATUS.

Various

Plants

on view

at the

Patentees,

STREET

Slides

(including

Will

chroinatropes)

2/6 éach.

Best quality double motion Interchangeable Chromatropes
4/3: extra Discs from 6d. per pair. ‘ Lightning” double-carrier
Frames from 1/- cach. Slides for small lanterns from 5d. per
dozen.
New Catalogue gratis and post free.

ROBERT

H.

Wibolesale

CLARK,

NOTICE

be glad to send post free, on receipt of address
their Lantern Slide Catalogue.

THE

NEW

HERTS.

OF REMOVAL.
62, ALscor Roap,
BERMONDSEY.
Dear Sir,
'
I beg to inform you I have
‘removed from above address to
“Jarger
and
more
convenient

premises,

10, TRAFALGAR ROAD,
OLD KENT ROAD, 8.E,

etc.

JUST

ISSUED,

The

‘the

Bernese Oberland; The Cities of Sunny Italy; The
Italian Lakes; Genoa and Pisa to Malta and Sicily;
Mary, Queen of Scots; The Cathedrals of England
(complete new set); Flower Studies; Wild Animals from
Life;

Madeira

Old Rome;

and

the Canary

Islands;

Glimpses

Illustrations to Burns’ Poems;
and many hyydred new miscellaneous

of

Historical

subjects.

-9, St. Swithin Street, Aberdeen, Scotland.

LANTERN PROJECTION LENSES,
As

used by the LANTERN
SOCIETY.
PRICES WITH RACK AND sleet
£38.4d

6 ane equivalent focus aperture nearly f/3 ..
gine
aperture fully f/4
6 nee and 9 inch ated both fitting one rackFjacket

5%

Discount

for Cash

with

«
--

410
510
910

0
0
0

Order.

List of Photographic Lenses free.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF TELESCOPES AND MICRO_ SCOPES STAMP.
FOR

ww.
Aoreesiries,

SETS

Orin active preparation, comprise amonyst others :—
Thelemarken
Route, Norway; Through

Portraits,

Optictan,

ROYSTON,

Co.,

LONDON,
E.C.
WORKS,
G.W:. WILSON & Co.,Ltd.

SPECIAL.
Rackwork

&

Engineers & Manufacturers,

Optical Lanterns, with 4-in. Compound Condensers, and
Three-Wick Lamps, 22/-; with Four-wick Lamps, 23/6; Handpainted Slides {rom 4d.: Splendidly coloured 31 x 33 Slides in
Sets of 12, price 2/6 per set; or four sets for 9/6.
Full-sized
Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames,
Td. each or 6/6 per dozen. Lever Action Slides from 1/6
each.

EFFECTS.

Works, ee address—

GWYNNE
BROOKE

FUMES.

THE ONLY PRACTICAL
LAMP
FOR
LANTERN WORK.
NO TROUBLE.
ANYONE CAN WORK
ie

RELIABLE,
SAFE.

MORE

ww RA
OPTICIAN,

XY,

NORTH HILL, HIGHGATE, LONDON, N.
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7%

1803-4.

Lantern Season,

@@

A NEW LANTERN Piate
TONES at will.

or COLD

gives WARM

Which

PLATES
made with these MAGNIFICENT
SLIDES
LANTERN
s.
cannot be excelled (if equalled) by any other Proces

1/= DOZEN.

PER

Ka&

above.
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of

truth

the

prove

and

them

Try

“6X

:

&c.,

FORMULAS,

INSTRUCTIONS,

FULL

WITH

PRICE

ELLIOTT & SON,
BARNET, HERTS.
The prices of the Back Numbers of the Optical Magic Lantern Journal are at present as follows:—
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